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- The search for charged Higgs at B factory experiments can be
  performed in the quantum effect (indirect search).
- B→τν decay is the principal player of the analysis.
- The effect of charged Higgs can be observed as a shift in the 
  measured branching fraction from the Standard Model prediction.

* The SM prediction requires f
B
 and V

ub, 
 which still have 

  non-negligible uncertainties (lattice QCD and form factor theory). 

1. Introduction
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- If charged Higgs exist, it can affect in various B meson 
  decay modes not only B→τν.

b→sγ

- B→D(*) τν decays are promising modes for the search.
     ← less dependent on theory(no V

ub
 and f

B
), large Br.....

- The sensitivity to charged Higgs can be improved by combining
   these different measurements by a global fit.

Improved constraint by global fit combining B→τν + B→D(*)τν
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2. Input measurements
a) B→τν

- The branching fraction of the decay is O(10-4) and the background
  elimination is crucial. 
- In B factory experiments, B and anti-B mesons are produced in a pair
  from Υ(4S) decays. The decay of one B meson is fully reconstructed, 
  and the B→τν is identified using the remaining particles.
       “ Full-Recon sample”, “B meson beam”,.....

D(*)

K
π

π’s
Btag

, etc.

Υ(4S)
τ

ν’s μ, e, π, 
etc.

ν Bsig

- reconstructed from
   * hadronic decays: B→D(*)π etc,
   * semi-leptonic decays : B→D(*)lν

- B→τν candidates: 
  reconstructed from 
   * extra energy deposit in ECL
   * missing mass

tag side B signal
side B
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Belle
BaBar

Belle
BaBar

B=[1.83+0.53
−0.49±0.24]×10−4.B=[0.72+0.27

−0.25±0.11]×10−4.

(Projected in 
EECL<0.2 GeV.)

background

signal (3.8σ)

(Projected in all Mmiss
2 

region.)

signal (3.0σ)

background

Belle BaBarPRL 110, 131801 (2013) arXiv:1207.0698 (2012)

- Use 772 M BB (full data) with Had. tag.
- Improved tag, 2-D signal extraction.

- Use 468M BB (full data) with
  had. tag.

had tag.

semi lep.
tag

A naive world average: B=(1.15±0.23)x10−4
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R(D) = B(Dτν)/B(Dlν) = 0.440±0.058±0.042
R(D*) = B(D*τν)/B(D*lν) = 0.332±0.024±0.018

Dτν

Dτν
D*τν

D*τν

D*τν

D*τν

Dlν
D*lν

Dlν
D*lν

Dlν
D*lν

D*lν

b) B→D(*)τν

- Ratio of Br(B→D(*)τν) to Br(D→D(*)lν)  (R) is
  used to obtain the constraint.
      ← V

cb
 and a form factor uncertainties are canceled

  - Analysis with 471M BB events (full set)
  - Improved hadronic tag
  - BDT method for background elimination

  - Naive average of inclusive and exclusive
    hadronic tags (KEK-FF2013)

R(D) = B(Dτν)/B(Dlν) = 0.430±0.091
R(D*) = B(D*τν)/B(D*lν) = 0.405±0.047

BaBar: PRL109,101802(2012), arXiv:1303.0571 (2013)

Belle: PRL99(2007), PRD82(2010), hep-ex/0910.4301

BaBar
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3. Theory model with charged Higgs

- Minimal extension of Standard Model with two additional Higgs 
  doublet : “2HDM”
     ex. Minimal SUSY(MSSM)

- 8DoFs are inside. 5 out of 8 are real fields : H±, A, and (h0,H0).
- Coupling model : “Type II”
   * φ

1
 couples to down type quarks

   * φ
2
 couples to up type quarks.

Prediction for Br(B→τν) with H+
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New!

Model Predictions for Dτν and D*τν

(Phys. Rev. D87, 034028 (2013) + private comm.)
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New!
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3σ

Excl. at
2σ

5σ

a) Constraint on Charged Higgs from B→τν only

Measurement:
  Belle + BaBar average
  Br(B→τν) = (1.15 ± 0.23) x 10-4

2HDM Type II prediction:

Br(B→τν)
SM

= (1.11 ± 0.28) x 10-4 

obtained with:
  - f

B
 = (191±9) MeV (HPQCD, PRD86)

  - |V
ub

| = (4.15±0.49)x10-3 (PDG,PRD86)

- Consistent with SM
- Stringent constraint on Charged Higgs.
  * The constraint depends on f

B
 and |V

ub
|

4. Constraints on Charged Higgs

prepared by
Y.Horii
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BaBar measurements have discrepancies from SM predictions.

2.0σ 2.7σ

SM expectations in S. Fajfer, J. Kamenik, I. Nisandzic, PRD 85, 094025 (2012).

Combined : 3.4σ deviation
                   from SM.

Belle's have also....

R(D) = B(Dτν)/B(Dlν) = 0.430±0.091
R(D*) = B(D*τν)/B(D*lν) = 0.405±0.047

SM deviations:
R(D): 1.4σ
R(D*): 3.0σ
Combined: 3.3σ

b) Constraint on Charged Higgs from B→Dτν + D(*)τν combined

Can the deviation be explained by 2HDM Type II?
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SM

0.5 GeV−1

1.0 GeV−1

0.3 GeV−1

BaBar

tan  / mβ H [GeV 1− ]
0                  0.4                0.8

R
(D

* )
R

(D
)

Belle

* tanβ/mH dependence
  is not considered yet.

tanβ/mH

Measurements:
  - Values change for different tanβ/mH 
    due to different missing mass distr. 

inconsistent

2HDM Type II predictions
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4σ

Excl. at
3σ

5σ

BaBar
(incl. corr, tanβ/mH dep.)

Belle
(naive average (KEK-FF2013))
(w/o corr, w/o tanβ/mH dep.)

mH [GeV/c2]

ta
nβ

prepared by
Y.Horii

Constraints in tanβ-m
H
 plane by B→Dτν + D(*)τν combined

2HDM Type II is rejected at more than
99.8% CL.
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c) Constraint on Charged Higgs with all modes combined by global fit

Belle + BaBar : B→τν + B→Dτν + B→D*τν 

- New Belle results of
  B→Dτν and B→D*τν 
  measurements will become
  available soon.
    → included in the fit update.

Prelim
inary!

Rejection
CL

prepared by
Y.Horii

* Correlation in D(*)τν measurements : BaBar - included in the fit, Belle - not considered. 
* tanβ/mH dependence in D(*)τν measurements is omitted both for BaBar and Belle..

2HDM Type II is rejected
at more than 99.99% CL in

the shown range 
by B→τν + B→D(*)τν  
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5. Summary and Prospect
- Charged Higgs are searched for in B→τν and B→D(*)τν decays 
  at B-factory experiments by comparing with the 2HDM Type II model.

- B→τν measurements are consistent with the SM prediction, and
  it gives a stringent constraint to models with charged Higgs.

- B→D(*)τν measurements have >3σ deviations from SM predictions, 
  but they cannot be explained by 2HDM Type II at more than 3σ CL.

- A global fit to B→τν + B→Dτν + B→D*τν rejects 2HDM Type II
  at ~4σ (>99.99%) CL in a region of tanβ<100 and m

H
<1TeV/c2.

- Need a new model which simultaneously explains
     * B→τν to be consistent with SM,
     * >3σ “excess” in B→D(*)τν .
                             →  Homework for theorists.

- We will try a global fit to such a model with updated Belle's D(*)τν
  and b→sγ measurements added.
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Backup Slides
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Experimental Likelihood

The likelihood components L
exp

(i) : independent Gaussians

* Treatment of errors:
   - Statistical error in measurement : Gaussian
   - Experimental systematic error : Gaussian
   - Theoretical systematic error (<-L

theo
) : Gaussian

* Normalization of likelihood components
   - Likelihood ratio

   - Equivalent to use “∆χ2” -> Use CL interval calculation

Detail of global fit algorithm : Frequentist Approach “a la CKMfitter”

Implemented using
RooFit package
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CV1, CV2, C S1, CS2, CT denotes Wilson coefficients 

– Ex) 2HDM Type2:   

M. Tanaka and R. Watanabe, 
 PhysRevD87, 034028 (2013) 
(hep-ph/1212.1878) 

βτ 2

21 tan−= b
S

m

mm
C

22

−= c
S

m

mm
C

τ 0
21

===
TVV CCC
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“Tension” observed at 
2.8σ discrepancy

2010 result

Br(B→τν) = (1.68±0.31)x10-4 (CKMfitter ave. in 2010)

“Tension” between B→τν and sin2φ
1

2012 result

 

Belle's new measurement in 2012 
was significantly lower.

 Br(B→τν) = (1.15±0.23)x10-4 (CKMfitter ave. in 2012)

“Tension” relaxed.....
1.6σ discrepancy
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K.Trabelsi
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